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Peace Babes, 
 
Fellas, Divine Mascalines, Kings & Gods, how ya'll been holding up? Me? I feel like I'm buggin a bit. But really, I'm
just making peace with life. It's tough for me to function. Case & point, this blog was written 10.30.18. It took me
over 2 weeks to make peace with my thoughts. My dominate mascaline energy inspires me to more empathetic
with men & innerstand their internal battle with speaking up. I invite you men to read my thoughts & explore your
own mind. Let's see what we come up with from there. 
 
I'm hella observant. I see more than I say. Much of what I see troubles and baffles me. Often at the same time.
Constant extreme anxiety and feeling like something is happening and something even bigger is soon to follow got
me biting my nails in this physical World. However, I'm a Gemini.  
 
I usually live out my dramatic responses to life in my head. On the outside, I seem to be perfectly fine. The more
perfect I behave, the more troubled I am. If I love you, I may have a huge emotional outburst. However, if I find you
disposable, I will get rid of you without looking back. I simply allow people to be themselves & focus on my goals.
Then poof! Just like that, they are gone. Remember this is from 10.30.18. 
I'm sittin on my privilege to vote and calling out everything I'm observing. I kinda feel like I been throwing a spiritual
jing-jing, which is basically a spiritual tantrum. I'm 36. I been havin spiritual jing jing's so long, my family just thought
I was crazy. I used it act like an emotional crazy person. Then I authenticated my birth certificate and honored my
power as a People. That's when I began to honor my personal connection with myself. No one could MaKe me do
anything. Which is a lesson I never knew, until I knew. My knowledge of self resulted in me being much calmer than
my close friends and family members are used to. Resulting in my people believing I was ultra nuts and behaved
accordingly.   
 
Life has been moving so fast, that I don't have time to relive past experiences. I am solely focused on being present
and breathing in my now. It's soooo much doper than I would have imagined.  I'm quite logical and often cling to
science so I can prove the validity of my original thoughts. In this situation, my original thought was I want to get
along with everyone. I started with those in my house as I practiced how to get along with myself. I took daily
spiritual baths for 6 months, for 4-6 hrs at a time. I couldn't feel. The water guided me to make peace with extreme
cases of numbness 



 Ever so often, I broke my hermit tendencies to bond with my family. I didn't trust them. So we couldn't bond too often nor too
long. This reality broke my heart. And still low key does. My family has always been ultra tight knit. However, it did remind me to
honor giving myself air to breathe. It reminded me of the worth of boundaries, as well as set them. 
 
I'm a Capricorn South node. I work best when I'm upset. I have been a helluva mastermind the last few years. Especially since
2016. Collectively, I been working on this very vision for over 6 years. I'm proud of myself for all I have accomplished and
manifested.  
 
Outsiders in the form of friends, family & inbetween often invited to give up. I'm too different for people to truly love me. I used to
believe them and punish myself. As well as invite them to punish me. I'm thankful that thought isn't even inviting to me. Since I
began following my bliss, I have had the most impossible time making a living & producing money. Even tho I have literally been
making pennies since I began. Building my dream from scratch taught me how to honor my worth. This experince taught me how
to build my dreams from scratch & sharpen my debate skills. As well as my creative skills.  
 
At this point, I have attracted many people with a common goal in mind. In an effort of being the change I wanns see, I am
guiding small groups to create their own media and promote themselves, their dreams and their Tribes.  
 
I used to meditate about days like this when the children and I moved to Miami in 2016. I meditated, A LoT! The vision was seen
recurrently pretty much my whole time there. I saw my team. Although I couldn't make out the characteristics. I followed their
energy bodies.  
 
Not everyone saw this vision. In fact, me speakin about it inspired many people to become alarmed. I know people fear what
they don't comprehend. So I keep my distance and allow them to do them, as I follow my bliss. The vision was that I had to
release all my Miami relationships so that my genuine friendships could come forth. The people I called my friends had energy
that told me we matched. How? Beacuse of my family trauma. Fake love was real love for a VeRy long time in my World.  
 
I gave myself permission to see a family ran, trust structured, professionally owned enterprise, featuring a bunch of dope ass
entrepreneurs only focuses on serving their life mission. Which is to spread love and light energy in their own unique way.  
 
I saw the Operation Get Right event (get your tickets here http://bit.ly/2zP2R6Q). These days, contracts are signed. Money is
paid. Things are being promoted. Life is moving and I couldn't be happier. Still, inside myself, I feel completely uneasy.  
 
I work hard on not worrying about others. Even if I am concerned for them, I focus on not worrying. Because to worry is to doubt
God. I believe I am God-(is). If God is the ocean, we are all cups of ocean water. I am cashing in on my God-like abilities. Even
though I am enjoying living my best life, I still feel like I'm having recurring tower moments within. I'm remembering to breathe
and focus on my emotional brain. Which is in my stomach. My stomach is usually always in such an intense state of pain. So,
Monday, November 5 I am beginning my turpentine and castor oil detox. I am also doing the lemonade diet for a couple days as
well.  
 
My womb specialst coach is beginning a 30 day yoni cleanse in the near future as well. I'll keep yoy all posted with the details. 
 
I am clearing, healing & restoring my cells. No sugar. No meat. No nothing that's not on Dr. Sebi's approved list. We did this back
in May. Click the link to catch up: http://bit.ly/2DiW88A 
 
Are you thinking of detoxing too? Learn the power of turpentine: http://bit.ly/2OHkgE6 
 
Don't forget to like, share, subscribe and comment on our new YouTube channel. 
 
Fellas, the ladies are nicer after they twerk. Does your woman have her ticket to Operation Get Right Twerkfestation yet? 
Only 4 classes left. Get your spot today  
http://bit.ly/2zP2R6Q 


